JOHANNESBURG PLEIADES STAR MAP 2
The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the core financial center of Johannesburg incorporates the approximate correlation to the Pleiades layout. There are 7
main skyscrapers or buildings of prominent importance that usually involve banking institutes and have pyramids on top of their skyscrapers. This is the case with the
financial district of Johannesburg as with all other such banking centers of the world that also cryptically hide such a Martian extra-terrestrial motif. One interesting
observation about the location of Johannesburg in relation to the Great Pyramid of Giza is that the heading is at a 3.22 degrees.
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As to the Pleiades financial center of Johannesburg,
the following are suggested correlations to the stars
of the Pleiades. The Vodacom tower corresponds to
the star Atlas. The star Alcyone corresponds to a
tower that is itself designed in star fashion. The star
Merope corresponds to the ABIA tower. The star
Celaena corresponds to the Standard Bank. The star
Taygete corresponds to the Museum of Science and
Man. The star Maia corresponds to the High Court
building.

Other notable relationships is that the
star Asterope, which is considered the
‘gateway’ to the Pleiades corresponds
to the Rail Station that in essence is
a gateway to the other parts of the
country.

Within this point, the composition of
the core of the Pleiades patterns construes a pentagram. The principle of
the pentagram in terms of its geometry
is that it is self-replicating on to infinity
and esoterically it has the properties of
‘eternal life’ as in resurrection power.
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This is just another of the Luciferian signatures of how they incorporated their
diabolical numerology into where certain centers are to be located precisely as
they correlate to Earth’s energy points, sacred ley-lines that construe perhaps
inter-dimensional gateways or portals for the Masters of the Motif, that of the
Cydonia, Mars kind. Again, this is not to suggest that all who work in world
banking or sporting venues are of this caliber of so called Elites or have such a
knowledge but that those that have given the blueprints and are behind the
financial orders apparently still hold to the composition as did the Ancients
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